This document is drawn from the LinkedIn Company “Services Pages” which took
over 2 years to build in terms of Online Reputation before LinkedIn decided (in
their wisdom) to kill company service pages in April 2014.

This summary is followed by each Service Category with its individual feedback & client recommendations:
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Social Media Strategy: Including Workshops (Open & In-house) & Executive
Coaching

Service Overview
In today's world, full of new media and digital communications technologies, companies of all sizes and industries have a huge
opportunity to expand the reach of their message using social media.
But where do you start, and how can you effectively increase customer number or sales using it?
Often Business Owners, CEO's, MDs and Marketing Directors start off by either attending one of our 4 hour "Social Media Strategy
Workshops", or if there is a larger management team, we can arrange to deliver anything from a 4 hour 'in-house' version or a two
day session. (The two day session starts with a high level introduction, leads through a 12 step strategic planning session for all
your online marketing [web properties incl your website, social media, email & search engine marketing] as well as integrating
effectively with your off-line strategy, finishing off with the process for the production of a detailed implementation plan).
The 4 hour 'Open Workshop' will focus on:





Where to start - avoiding pitfalls of others
Get the best results in your industry/sector
Looking at the top 5 UK Social Media
What is it, and why great companies use it?
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7 Secrets of Social Media success
How to leverage them for your company
Some useful Hints, Tips and Resources for each
How this fit's with Mobile & Location based marketing
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Social Selling Coaching, B2B LinkedIn & Google+ Support: Inc. Workshops &
Webinars (Open & In-house)

Service Overview
Experts in Social Selling, Coaching and supporting Executives, teams and larger groups to get the best out of LinkedIn (dependant
upon need we can also incorporate other relevant social media - for example, effective blogging often goes 'hand in hand' with the
use of LinkedIn for Business.
Our services range from 6 month Exec, Sales Management and Sales Team Coaching programmes, through to full & half-day
workshops and 1-2 hour seminars and feature a speaker who is an expert in his field, supported by the WSI Global team bringing
knowledge and the latest thinking to local businesses. Together Rob & WSI provide attendees with the basis of knowledge and
understanding to take steps to gain real competitive advantage.
All organisations, no matter what sector, are exposed to real risks if they fail to manage their reputation but equally can gain
significant business rewards if you get it right.
LinkedIn is 'THE' business to business social technology (although business to consumer companies can also use it very effectively
both for recuitment and supplier management) and Blogging is for many business the hub for their maketing success, because
online "Content is King".
Read the review of past attendees to see the value they have gained from previous sessions to see whether this is right for you.
If you choose the half day workshop it will focus on practical advice and support, including full copies of the support presentation
and our 70+ Social Media Strategy Guide covering;






Social Selling - 20 week programme
Get the best results in your industry/sector
1 day "Executive Workshops" - Strategic
What is it, and why great companies use it?
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Implementation Planning
How to leverage for your company
A prioritised Action Plan
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Speaker / Facilitator - Social Media, Mobile, Online Reputation, Marketing &
Advertising Conferences

Service Overview
WSI lives and breathes Social Technology, Social Media & Mobile Marketing. They have speakers all over the world and Rob
Thomas is probably one of the best known WSI speakers here in the UK. He will show you how to use them to improve many areas
of your bottom line, not just Marketing!
 He’ll show you how to enhance and protect your reputation, whilst generating increased sales, reduced costs and improved
customer acquisition and retention. Recognised as an expert in reputation management, digital and mobile marketing, Rob is
a professional speaker both in the U.S. and across Europe. In addition to consultation services, including the “12 step process
to achieve Social Proficiency” programme,


Rob also coaches, trains and provides implementation services to help business owners, organisational leaders and their
teams. If you want/need Rob to speak at one of your events please contact him directly on his personal
mobile 07788916505 or email him at rob.thomas@wsi-emarketing.com

What are the sorts of areas we typically speak on?






Social Selling
Social Media Marketing Strategy
Mobile Marketing Strategy
Digital Marketing Strategy
Reputation Management Online (ORM)
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Persuasion Architecture for Website Design
Customised "In-House" sessions for Teams
Sales & Marketing Strategies (Board Level)
Advertising & Digital Strategy
LinkedIn "How to get the best out of it for business!
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Conferences & Business Networking Events - e.g. Mix Sales & Marketing
Conferences, RBN etc.

Service Overview
We sponsor, support and organise a variety of Conferences & Business Networking events across the West with a view to
promoting sharing best practice and encouraging success through business excellence.





Mix Sales & Marketing Conferences
Annual Social Media Day in the West (UK)
The Rugby Business Network (RBN)
FSB Events
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RBN Chelenham & Gloucester
Business West Events
RBN Bristol
Win-Biz Founder Member
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Online Reputation Management (ORM)

Service Overview
Today, opinions are easily shared through the proliferation of networking sites, forums, blog sites, chatrooms and other social
media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. These social media platforms are also being used by business organizations to
connect with their clients and attract new potential clients.
However, nothing prevents your company from being the target of a negative note. Social media can really affect the reputation of
a company. The buzz may be good or bad, but a strategy to interact directly with customers on the Internet and to respond to
their inquiries, is absolutely invaluable.
Social media is designed to be spread through social interaction and create publishing techniques that can be scalable and easy-touse. The characteristic of social media is that it can excite others to repeat information. This can be done instantly through
platforms such as Google+, Foursquare Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, MSN, etc.
It is crucial to listen to what is being said online, even if it is negative. Listening creates the opportunity to take action and resolve
internal problems or deal with malicious information, both of which can negatively influence a company’s brand image and
reputation.
WSI works hard with it's clients to maximize the benefits that these new Social Technologies bring whilst minimizing the risks.
WSI has developed a new platform that allows you to 'listen' to that is being said about you, your brand, your people & products
(as well as the competition) - Radar. Allows us respond and cast your communications to the widest relevant audience. And allows
you to monitor and measure the end results and key performance indicators, such as engagement and or course most importantly
impact on sales and profitability.
Call Rob Thomas today on 01454 261111 to find out more or book a personal consultation to explore your business needs and
opportunities to work out if we are a good fit.





We run webinars, seminars & workshops on ORM
WSI ReachCast helps clients manage ORM
We consult on 'how to balance Risk & Reward'
We can help 'Kick-Start' your Social Media
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We also have 3 Packaged Solution Options:
Reputation Management (Basic)
Lead Advertising (Pro)
Sales Credibility (Pro+)
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Mobile Marketing Strategy: : Including Workshops (Open & In-house) & Executive
Coaching

Service Overview
It is forecast that soon more than 50% of all internet traffic will be conducted via Mobile devices and yet less than 5% of all
websites are optimised to be viewed via mobile devices. But it’s not just about websites, searchers using mobile 3G devices are
often looking for quite different functionality and may never even visit your website (for example simply using Google Places to
find out what you do, where you are and what people think of you before hitting the “navigate to” or “call now” button!!)
Worse still, if you haven’t taken control of your Mobile Marketing Strategy, it’s your competition they’ll be finding and doing
business with rather than you.
To find out when we're running our next workshop, or to arrange an individual consultation session call us today on 01454 261111
This workshop helps you work out if you actually need a Mobile Marketing Strategy at all, and if not you can stop losing sleep over
it! But if you do, and need to actively manage the risk of your competitors being better at it than you, or better still want to find
out how to take advantage of the opportunity, then this is the workshop for you, as it will:






Give you an introduction to Mobile Marketing
Mobile Websites
Help work out if Mobile Marketing is for you?
Mobile Advertising
How to measure Mobile Marketing (KPIs)
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Location based - Foursquare & Google Places
Look at how it fits into your marketing mix
Mobile Apps
Help you choose the right opportunities
Other tactics like M-Commerce & QR Codes

Following LinkedIn’s decision to remove Service Pages, they have introduced “Showcase Pages” – which don’t (as yet) allow you to
have recommendations or Feedback, but do allow individuals to follow those pages. They are sometimes use by Global Brands for
sub-divisions, who might have their own customers/clients, or larger Companies for different sub-brands who may in turn have
their own following.
You can view our LinkedIn Company page or “Showcase Pages” by clicking on these links.
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